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El Perfecto
(Vallehermoso x Example)

by Marieta Salas
At least twice a year I used to visit Don Luis Ybarra’s
magnificent house and stud farm La Cascajera, near
Sevilla when I was a young breeder and I remember
well Vallehermoso El Perfecto’s sire. Most of the
stallions and young colts were paraded in front of my
father and I, while we were siting in the beautiful
garden, sipping chilled sherry, under a huge acacia
tree in the great company of Don Luis. He loved to
show his horses and make comments on each one of
them and their bloodlines, occasionally he would ask
for our opinion, His two preferate colts were Vencedor
a chestnut by (Procyon x Bocina II) and Vallehermoso
a bay by (Procyon x Betelgeuse) I preferred
Vallehermoso as I thought he was more charirsmatic.
Don Luis had the intention of keeping both to use as
his main stallions, so I was surprised when in my next
visit I found out that Vallehermoso had been
purchased by Bru Mar Ba and was already in the U.S.
Marieta Salas, a lifetime breeder of Arabians at her Ses Planes
Stud in Mallorca, Spain, with El Perfecto.

Through my experience, as an Arabian horse breeder
for the last 48 years, I believe most horse breeders
are very courageous people as, breeding horses is a
passion and as such it has its ups and downs, Jerry
Alexander and Bruce Clark of Brumarba Arabians
certainly were brave to name one of their foals by
Vallehermoso x Example
born at their California
ranch in the spring of 1988, EL PERFECTO (the
Perfect)¡

Vallehermoso’ s sire, Procyon a grey by (Saludo x
Casiopea) born in 1972, was considered a very good
horse for his time and, certainly an excellent
producer, siring very significant individuals as the
stallion Urif out of the beautifully refined Jafifa
and the mare Vistahermosa which means “ beautiful
view “ in spanish ,out of Pantelaria. Urif a very classy
stallion and Spanish National Champion, was
extensively used by Don Luis and many of his grand
Continued on page 3
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Speaking of doing something fun every week-end, what
strange weather the country has had this year. I know
last year in Texas we were paying $9.00 a bale for hay
due to the extreme drought. This year we are fighting
the rain, at least hay is more plentiful and it is only
$5.00 a bale (can’t believe I said that, only $5.00 a
bale!!). This year the south is getting the rain and the
north is suffering from the heat and lack of rain.
AHA is gearing up for this year’s AHA convention
November 14-18, 2007 in Tulsa, Oklahoma. SAHS’s
delegate this year will be Kristin Herder. If you are
interested in becoming an alternate or delegate for
next year’s convention, please let me know.
Call for committee “Chairs”—the Board of Directors
for SAHS are looking for volunteers to chair/co-chair
some upcoming projects. Here are just a few of the
projects: Spanish Cookbook; SAHS trip to Spain,
“Horse Expos” in various geographic locations, stallion
auction……..
Que Pasa (Jim Porcher/Lisa Leonard):

Publicity & Promotions

937.864.2588 (Farm/Fax)
937.543.9361 (Kristin's cell)
MKHerderArabians@gvtc.com
Kathy Keuhl

Membership
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Newsletter
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MEMBERSHIP / HACERLE SOCIO to SAHS is available online with
easy Online payments by PayPal. Visit our website at
www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.org and click on Links / Enlaces.

The Que Pasa continues to grow with more interest
from Spanish breeders around the world using this
publication as the tool to let fellow aficionados know
about their horses. If anyone reading this report would
like to add some of their friends or clients simply send
the names and addresses to jsporch@comast.net and
we will make sure they are put on the mailing list.
Advertising: (Matt Herder) I was hoping to be able to
provide a calendar for the 2007 advertising campaign in
this QP. I am in the process of expanding our
advertising committee and establishing some campaign
partners, so 2007 looks like it will be full of options for
our members to participate in.
Stallion Auction (Kristin Herder): Kristin is beginning
the planning process for this year’s stallion auction and
will contacting members about donating their stallion in
the next few weeks.
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Membership (Mary Durgin): To date, we have 43
Adult, 2 Youth with AHA, and 19 Associate
Memberships. If you have not already renewed your
membership, please log on at www.arabianhorses.org or
you can send me your membership renewal.
Treasurer’s report (Paula O’Keefe): Paula has taken
a brief break. We wish her the best and look forward
to her report in the next issue of the QP.

El Perfecto with his dam Example
(*Barich de Washoe x Makkora
by *Makorr)

For current SAHS information, please check our
websites at: www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.org or
www.SpanishArabianHorseSociety.com for updates on
events and current activities. Member contact
information (e-mail and website) is located here.
Again, Thank You for joining, and continuing to support
this great organization. There are many wonderful
people associated with SAHS and we look forward to
getting each and every one of you involved. We all have
the same goal- “The Promotion of the Spanish Arabian”
and as a voice in the marketplace, we can do great
things.
Matt Herder
President, Spanish Arabian Horse Society

El Perfecto—continued from page 1

children still live at La Cascajera .Procyon, was
exported to England as a five years old. There he won
the Get of Sire and produced for the Murray’s the
World Champion filly Fianza. Saludo by ( Maquillo x
Jacobita ). Procyon’s sire, a chestnut born in 1954
and bred by The Yeguada Militar, was the sire of
many of the foundation mares of the Ybarra’s Stud,
such as Kirat II, Moluca, Napulia, Oropendola, Oleaga
and Palmira, to name a few. Casiopea Procyon’s dam
by (Malvito x Transjordania) also produced two
important mares for the stud, both by Saludo, Nubia
III and Oleaga. Her bloodlines trace back to Sultanae
a chesnut mare Saklawaie Mukhalladieh born in France
and imported to Spain in 1923. It is important to
notice that both paternal and maternal dam lines in
Vallehermoso’s pedigree trace back to Sultanae, and
that Maquillo and Malvito were both by Gandhy.

Betelgeuse, a grey born in 1958 by (Tabal x Salonica
II) bred by the Ybarra Stud, was Vallehermoso’s dam,
a mare one would consider today extremely refined
and typey a mare of definite Saklawaie type she was
one of the favorites mares for Don Luis. Her
daughters Lira and Olivetxe were exported to
Germany in the 70’s. Among her daughters which
remained in Spain I can cite: Pantelaria by Saludo and
Rasalhague by Kiew, Betel-geuse’s sire Tabal (Congo x
Hilandera) a grey stallion also bred by Don Luis was
purchased by the Yeguada Yeguada Militar in 1959
and became the sire “a la mode” of those days. He
sired many offspring and his most relevant sons were
Jacio and Kadi, both by the magnificent Teorica.
Without doubt his most reknown daughter was
Estopa, who exported to Germany, produced the
famous El Shaklan.
Example, EL PERFECTO’s dam (Barich de Washoe x
Makkora) born in 1982 was bred by BRUMARBA and is
now the property of Silver Maple Farms. Example
produced one full sister to EL PERFECTO sold to
Canada, another filly by Simeon Shai very pretty, a
colt by Maravillo, who was a Barich de Wahoe son with
a Comar Bey Beau daughter, a cross that brought
great success to BRUMARBA, a colt by Retador and
another black colt by Renegade. Example is a very
correct refined and elegant mare, and a solid
producer. She passed all these qualities on to her
progeny and she certainly has an excellent pedigree.

Continued on page 7
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Example’s sire, Barich de Washoe (Zurich x Aldebaran
II) a chestnut born in 1965, was a very popular
stallion of that period. He sired many foals that were
very successful in the show ring. His sire and dam
were both by Malvito (Gandhy x Egina) a renown
stallion bred by the Military stud who met an untimely
death, half brother to Maquillo. Barich de Washoe
was imported in utero into the US. His sire Zurich
(Malvito x Extranjera) was bred by Don Luis and
although he only lived for twelve years, he managed to
produce Corinto a stallion, greatly appreciated by his
breeder and, several important females.
Makkora a very nice grey bred in 1977 by Brumarba
was Example’s dam, and an excellent producer too. By
(Makor x Corona) she had an impeccable pedigree who
traces back to Sambry a grey born in the desert in
1904 and imported by the Yeguada Militar in 1908.
Makkora’s sire Makor (Galero x Chavali) a grey, was
bred by Maria Paz Murga de Heredia in 1970. He was
a very classy and typey stallion with great charisma
that Dr. Houttappel from Holland purchased and took
to his new stud in England, as a young colt. Later on he
was imported into the US. Maria Paz Murga was an
outstanding breeder; she used Galero a legendary
stallion, on her precious mares. Ispahan out of Chavali
produced important stallions like *An Malik and
*Malikitoa both exported to the US. Chavali Garbi’s
dam and Garbi, dam of Abha Hamir, Spanish, Canadian
and US National Champion at Halter and US National
Champion Pleasure Driving. It is interesting to find
out that Chavali had the same maternal line than
Estopa, through the mare Verana bred by the Duke of
Veragua. Corona, (Maquillo x Habladuria ) Makkora’s
dam was a chestnut bred by the Yeguada Militar in
1961 and exported to Great Britain , she was a full
sister to Baldosa, the dam of the famous Garbo.
EL PERFECTO was shown as a yearling in the US and
never defeated; he was exported to Austria as two
years old, purchased by Ferdinand Huemer of La
Movida Arabians, where he produced a number of nice
females for the stud. Among them I can cite L.M.
Sadunga out of Spruce Tamin, who was European and
World Champion. During his stay at La Movida he
became Austrian National Champion and also won the
Get of Sire Class for several years.

The Classical Spanish stallion, El Perfecto, at liberty in Spain.

I leased EL PERFECTO from Ferdinand Huemer for
the breeding season of 1996, I had always admired
him and had no idea he was for sale. In April 1997 he
left as he had been purchased by the Jung’s family.
His first foals were on the ground at my farm Ses
Planes and I felt profound sorrow the day he was
loaded on the truck to go to Jung’s, as I realized I
had lost a great sire for my mares. But fate always
brings surprises and I was able to purchase El
Perfecto a few months later. I promised to myself he
would never leave Ses Planes again.
In 1997 El Perfecto produced only fillies of very high
quality, Abha Gali out of Abha Zenobia, sold to Silver
Maple Farms, was named first prize 3 years old and
also Reserve Scottsdale Champion. The same year she
became Top Ten at the Canadian Nationals and U.S.
Reserve National Champion mare at Louisville
Kentucky.
Abha Halilli out of Cinca and Abha Harimi out of
Persia, were born in 1998. Abha Halili was since she
was born, a special filly. Shown as a yearling she won
the following titles, 1st prize yearling fillies in Aachen,
Continued on page 10
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of Spain.
Possibly the most well known El Perfecto daughter’s in
Europe until now, is ABHA LA LUNA out of Gual Alba
owned by Mr. Moreno Radicci, this very typey and
correct filly of top quality received in 2.003 the
following honours: Top Five in Wells, Borgloom and
The Nations Cup.
Top Tep at The World
Championships in Paris and Junior Champion in Rome.
In 2004 she was Junior Champion and Best in Show at
Cittá di Castello a “B” Internacional Show, second
prize and Top Five in Menton and later on 2.004
Junior Italian National Champion.
EL PERFECTO had a terrible accident in 2003, while
he was jumping on the dummy to breed, the vet and I
were very worried as he broke many muscles in the
upper legs and he would not be able to breed for the
rest of the season. It would definitely affect his
movements…. He spent six months in his stall behaving
like a lamb he, is highly intelligent, and when finally he
was allowed to go out to his pasture his accident was
very noticeable. And worst, in all those years he had
had only one colt, at my farm, so I had no replacement
for him. Well luck came back to visit me once more,
because he recuperate his spirit and action almost
completely!

The champion producing Classical Spanish stallion LM Perlamor (El
Perfecto x Porlamar by Galero) has been syndicated in Italy.

EL PERFECTO has two sons in Europe already proven
as good producers, L.M. Perlamor out of Porlamar, has
been syndicated in Italy and his foals are winners in

and Top Five in the European Championships and at
the World Championships. A few months later she was
sold to the King of Saudi Arabia. In 2001 she was
named Junior Champion filly and Best Female Head in
the international show of Jordan. Abha Harimi, is also
very special, in 1999, she was Reserve Junior Champion
of Spain and in 2000 Junior Champion of Spain.
Abha Galati also out of Cinca a classy mare has
produced excellent foals at Ses Planes, like Abha
Kalina by Abha Fadil, she will stay as a producing
member of this family at Ses Planes Stud. Abha
Ghazali the last foal of my beloved mare Abha Hamir,
is a very special individual too, she has produced
outstanding foals and will talked about her in another
article. She was in 1999 Junior Champion of Spain and
in 2000 first prize 3 years’ old fillies in Wells and
Towerlands. In 2004 she was Reserve Champion Mare

Barquero (El Perfecto x Baraquesa by *Aram) is siring special foals.
He resides in Austria.

Continued on page 11
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EL PERFECTO is by no means “Perfect” but he
possesses many of the qualities that from my point of
few, are indispensable for a stallion to be able to
produce and one of the most important is his type and
charisma. He is in 2.007 nineteen years old and in
excellent condition.
Since he lives at Ses Planes, and he will never leave
my farm, although I had offers to sell him from
important breeders of different parts of the world,
he has become calm, affectionate. Being highly
sensitive and intelligent, we have learnt from him
about the way a special stallion needs to be treated
and, also about his concern and desire to please
people around him. Most of his offspring’s I sold made
my clients and friends very proud owners because of
their kind nature and the ribbons they won at
National and International Championships.
This article is not finished, in the next issue we will
talk about El Perfecto’s progeny from 2004 until
2007.

Foaled in 1988, El Perfecto was bred in the United States by BruMar-Ba Arabians. He was exported to Austria in 1990. In 1996 he
was leased for the breeding season to Ses Planes in Spain. He
returned to Austria but was purchased shortly thereafter and went
back to Spain where he remains today.

the show ring, such as the very typey Kar Ofelia out
of Kar Ola. Barquero a chestnut born in 1992 out of
Baraquesa was leased by the Jung Family for the
breeding season of 2000 where he sired very special
foals. He is owned by Auinger Arabians of Austria.
I am very lucky owning El Perfecto because he
complements most of my mares, but as I always keep
my eyes opened in the search of new bloodlines, last
year I purchased three more mares, Gual Alba (Gual
Sadam x Gual Tessa), ZT Ludjkalba (Ludjin El Jamaal
x ZT Shakalba by El Shaklan) and Gual Bassoram
(Abha Elji x Gual Vaira), to bred them to him.
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to call him “Sunny” because he had such a sunny
temperament. He did everything we asked of him.”
Trainer Bill Porcher says, “Hermoso lived at my
training stable for the last ten years. When he passed
I kept his stall empty because I just couldn’t bring
myself to fill the space with another horse. I have his
ashes in my office and not a day goes by that I don’t
look at them and think of how lucky I was to have a
horse like him in my lifetime.”
Originally Sunny was shown in halter and amassed a
very impressive record there with numerous Class A,
Regional and National titles; including a Top Ten at the
U.S. Nationals in both Open Stallions and AAO
Stallions but it was his pairing with Bill Porcher in late
fall of 1997 which proved to be his path to fame. As a
testament to his trainability and athleticism, Hermoso
had never been ridden out of the bullpen when Bill
mailed in the entries to Scottsdale. He won the
Western Pleasure Championship at Scottsdale 60+
days later and he was undefeated that whole year –
winning the Western Pleasure Championship at Region
3, Region 7, Canadian Nationals and U.S. Nationals.

CA Hermoso+++/
A “Horse of a Lifetime”
1988-2007

CA Hermoso+++/, a 1988 bay Arabian Stallion owned
by Priscilla Richardson, bred by Priscilla and Bill
Normington of Wilton, California was euthanized in
early May after an unsuccessful colic surgery.
Home-bred CA Hermoso+++/, sired by the Classical
Spanish stallion CA Acierto and out of the Spanishrelated Challendon Flame, was best known as a
Western Pleasure Horse, but Richardson said he truly
was a versatile horse and her “horse of a lifetime.”
“We bred him and both his parents, so he’s always
been a part of our lives.” Richardson says. “The girl
who was working for us (at the time he was born) used

Sunny achieved the following: Triple Crown Western
Pleasure, Two-Time U.S. National Champion Western
Pleasure Open, Canadian National Champion Western
Pleasure Open, Reserve Champion 2006 Canadian
National Champion Western Pleasure ATR 18-39,
Champion 2006 Scottsdale Western Pleasure Open
and Top Ten Halter Open and Amateur.
Not only a show horse, he is also a sire of note
including the multiple National Champions CA
Ultimo+//, Aur U Ready Tu Rumble+/, Victoriosa+/, and
Spanish Khisses to just name a few. To date he has
sired 105 offspring.
Through the years, CA Hermoso+++/ amassed more
than 40 first place or champion honors, 17 reserves
and seven Top Tens – a show career which began in
1989 and ended the spring of this year – a testament
of not only his ability to stay sound for 18 years of
showing but also to his nickname – Sunny.
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Report of the 1927 Commission to the
Orient to Purchase Arabian Stallions
and Mares
By Javier Naneti
Commandant of the Spanish Cavalry
Translated by Andrew K. Steen; edited by Rusty Cook

Part 3

The Arabian Horse in Syria
Palmyra

Concluding our work in Egypt, the Commission departed
in the direction of Syria. We passed from Africa to
Asia across the Suez Canal at Kantara, then traversed
Palestine through Haifa and installed ourselves in
Beirut, an important city of Syria, the nation in which
we must carry out the rest of our purchases.
Our program originally had indicated Damascus as the
center of our operations. However, unforeseen
circumstances obliged us to change our plans. We
chose Beirut instead, because of its location on the
coast. We will embark the livestock from here, and use
it as the base for all of our excursions into Syria and
part of Mesopotamia.
The Syrian countryside is extremely poor. The only
places where one feels the sensation of modern life
are the narrow zone along the coast and the cities of
Damascus, Hama, Homs, and Alepo. The rest of the
territory that corresponds to the interior of the
country is only desert, which is inhabited by the
nomadic Bedouin tribes. Its climate is harsh, with
violent atmospheric alterations.
It was November 27 when for the first time we
arrived to Beirut late in the afternoon. Unfortunately,
now that the rainy season is approaching, the country’s
few roads will soon be blocked and impossible to
travel. Therefore, we had no time to lose, and rapidly
organized our first excursion into the desert. We
made the necessary preparations for reaching the
Bedouin tribes, which during this part of the year
march towards the interior. Later after we have
visited these, we can make our inspection and

purchases in the important cities. We had been
advised that the Bedouins could provide us with good
mares and that the stallions could be acquired in the
breeding centers of Hama, Homs, and Alepo.
We hired two Dodge Brother automobiles, along with
their drivers who were chosen because of their
knowledge of the desert. Only lightly equipped, we
departed in the direction of Damascus, where we would
have to make the rest of our preparations. The
distance between Beirut and Damascus is 120
kilometers. Good roads link both cities and by midmorning we had reached the picturesque city of Zahle.
From there we came upon an immense valley in whose
basin is situated Damascus.
The pace of our journey was constantly impeded
because of the military check-points that guard the
route. At each of these controls our chauffeur, who
was responsible for all of his passengers, had to
present his documents. When we approached the large
city we saw that it was surrounded by three wire
fences and defended by numerous French guard-posts.
The information that we obtained beforehand appears
to be correct. The Bedouin of the Jebel Drusch tribes
are in open revolt against the French and they struggle
has arrived to the capitol itself. The same state of
siege situation is maintained with uneasiness
throughout all of the desert.
Continued on page 17
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Many have told us about the problem, not only because
some the tribes that are in rebellion are precisely the
ones where we might encounter good horses. At the
same time they have warned us that the French
authorities may not permit us to circulate freely.
Fortunately, the military authorities only placed in
evidence the dangers that our expedition might
encounter. In such circumstances, after having bought
the necessary provisions, the Commission arranged to
travel in the company of Captain Terrier, who as the
chief liaison officer with the Bedouin tribes, and who
possessed great knowledge about the desert.
Early in the morning we departed Damascus. We
headed in the direction of Palmyra on the road to
Hama until we arrived at a small town called Djeroud,
from where we took the road to Bagdad that passes
through Palmyra. The road was good and we made
progress without delays. At mid-afternoon we
reached the last foothills of the Djobel Sanaya, the
last of a series of mountains at whose base are found
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the ruins of Palmyra. Today all that is left of their
ancient splendor are some remnants, between its
high walls and its temples, which are situated in the
small poor-looking town.
A Commandant, five officers with 300 soldiers, and a
squadron of airplanes, constitute the French forces at
this post. We were amiably received by the officers,
and lodged in a small house called the ‘Grand Hotel of
the Desert.’ Its owner was a man named Jedu, of
Bedouin origin, who was constantly engaged in business
with the tribes. We hired him as our guide and
interpreter for this part of our expedition.
Quickly we became aware that our visit to the Bedouin
tribes would not be easy. The French officers whose
duty was to maintain control of the tribes could not
tell us themselves exactly where they could be found.
The ranking Captain of the troops offered to
accompany us on our excursion and his assistance
proved to be extremely useful. Our impatience barely
Continued on page 18
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permitted us to rest that night, and the following
morning we left in search of the Beni-Khaled. It was
not yet dawn when we departed towards the east to
Palmyra, in an intense cold.
Before leaving, we had been issued some Lebel rifles
with an abundance of cartridges, in the event that
their use became necessary. We also took along our
provisions to assure that we would not go hungry
during our visit to the wilderness.
The Syrian desert is not typically sandy terrain,
rather its soil is clayey, or impenetrably hard. Its
surface is covered with great extrusions of rock. Its
vegetation is sparse and one sees only small bushes,
consisting of only a few species of plants which can live
in this cruel environment.
The dry seasons are prolonged only on the plateaus.
During December and January torrential rains flood
everything and quickly form great arroyos and pools of
water that are impossible to traverse. The heat is
great during the reign of the sun, much as the cold is
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intense when night arrives. Water is derived from the
few wells of considerable depth, which still exist from
the time of the Turkish domination. With a great deal
of force one can sometimes extract a small quantity of
water mixed with sand, which the Bedouins drink to
satiate their thirst and that of their livestock.
Several hours after our departure from Palmyra we
stopped to recuperate our forces. After 30 kilometers
of travel we have not come across even the slightest
trace of human life. The orientation that we followed
was a good sign of our interrupter’s knowledge, and
soon we come upon the tribe of the Beni-Khaled for
which we were searching. Renewing our hopes for the
journey, a little later we arrived at the proximity of a
well where some Bedouins were watering their
livestock. They had come from a faction of the
mentioned tribe.
The miserable aspect of the men, who patiently
extract the water using some buckets made of sheep
skin in the form of a leather bag, and the skinniness of

Continued on page 20
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their camels and sheep, reflect the poverty of their
way of life. They courteously answered all of our
questions and gave us the information that we
solicited. They indicated the direction that we must
follow to find the tribe. For fear of problems with the
French Officer that accompanied us, the tribe camped
several kilometers farther along.
We still had to travel about twenty kilometers to see
the first herds of camels. One of the pastors offered
to accompany us. A little later we passed through two
camps before we came upon the principle faction
where the tent of the chief was staked.
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His character is kind and agreeable and because of his
ignorance he is prone to express signs of surprise and
curiosity by our presence.
His life is reduced to caring for his livestock, which by
day he herds away from the tribe in search of
pasture, only to collect them at night and bring them
back nearby his tent. He defends them and amplifies
their number in union with his mare and his rifle, by
raiding the herds of other tribes. Livestock represent
his only wealth and according to the preponderance of
one species or another, the tribes are divided between
those that are basically sheep herders and those that
are predominately camel herders.

All of this part of the desert is known as the Nejed,
and is inhabited during this season by various Bedouin
tribes. The tribes of the Nejed are more commonly
known as the Anezech, and are distinguished amongst
themselves only by their size and importance.
[Commander Naneti’s statement is incorrect. That
segment of the expedition occurred in a region that is
known as Shamiyah. The Nejed (or Nejd) is situated
approximately 1000 kilometers South of Palmyra and
Deirez-Or (spelled Dayr al Zawr on many maps)]
Bedouin tribes in essence are constituted by a number
of factions that are obedient to their leader. At the
same time he acts as the principal chief of the tribe.
Often these factions are found so far apart from one
another and are so numerous that the same tribe can
occupy an extension of 50 kilometers or more. The
Bedouins absolutely lack wealth and land, and shelter
themselves beneath tents made of camel hair. Their
customs are those of a people disassociated from all
of modern civilization. Their fortune consists of their
livestock, which they possess in great abundance, and
their constant pride are their horses. We shall
examine separately these elements.
The Bedouin is essentially a primitive man.
Nevertheless, he has the distinction of a special
quality of conduct - his manners. His hands are wellcared for and reveal the distinction of his race. He is
extremely prolific and has many children, although the
duration of his life cannot be long because we do not
see many old people in the tribes. He does not know
his own age, but most look older that they actually are.

.
Bedouin with herd of sheep

The Sheep
The Bedouins possess sheep in great abundance. One
tribe, the Sbaas, own more than 80,000 head alone.
Normally this animal constitutes the only meat
sustenance of the Bedouin. Selling its meat, wool, and
sometimes entire flocks, in the major towns allows
them to buy rice, sugar, coffee, barley, and whatever
else they need to survive. Their sheep belong to a
special breed. Much like the camel, they have a great
nutritive reserve at the base of their tail that is made
of fat, which gives their meat a greasy taste. When
grazing pastures are scarce, the animal expends these
organic reserves that permit it to persevere until
again it can eat the often insufficient grasses that are
found in the desert.

Continued on page 23
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The Equine Livestock
The Bedouin tribes own few stallions (at least few
that we could see) and none of those caught our
attention. According to the tribesmen, stallions are
troublesome and live poorly among the mares, neighing
and causing disruptions. They are also considered less
resistant to adversity than mares, which are more
appreciated. Even the Koran states, “I say unto you
that you should mount the mares because they are
more prized. Their womb is a treasure, and on their
loins you will ride more comfortably.”

Bedouin with camels

The Camel
It is surprising the extraordinary number of camels
that are owned by the tribes. Great herds form
interminable caravans carrying water or merchandise
across the desert. They are guided by their pastors
and owned by a single tribe. The Ruallas alone have
more than 120,000 of them. The camel is without a
doubt one of the most rustic animals that the
Bedouins have domesticated. These animals root out a
small amount of grass with their blubber-lips, which is
sufficient to sustain their energies in marches of 100
kilometers or more. During these migrations they can
survive without drinking for as many as fifteen days.
Nature has equipped them with a built-in reserve,
allowing them to carry part of the water that they
drank at the last well that they encountered.
Sometimes they walk night and day without rest or
nourishment, except for the occasional clumps of
grass which they uproot and nibble, as they pass along
their trajectory without stopping their march.
The Bedouins use their hair to make ropes and weave
their tents. They also drink the milk of their camels,
which to them tastes very agreeable, and often in
times of prolonged drought is fed to their mares. In
the markets of Alepo we saw the meat of young camels
for sale, however, we never saw the Bedouins eating it.

The Arabs generally breed their mares to privately
owned stallions, or those owned by the Syrian
government, that are kept in the important towns.
During their migrations they pass near these places,
sell their male colts and some females, and at the
same time their mares are re-bred to those stallions.
This is the only equine commerce that the tribes
normally engage in. All other transactions that are
made among themselves cannot truly be designated as
sales. The Arabs do not relinquish the ownership of
their mares except under certain conditions.
However, they may make an agreement about dividing
their progeny. Once their produce are turned over to
the previous owner, the later foals will be owned
jointly. Therefore, when a prospective buyer wants to
obtain a mare, it is not just one person with whom he
must negotiate. Often two, three, and sometimes
more owners, must come to an agreement, before they
can sell their respective shares.
Supposedly the Bedouins take fine care of their
horses. However, this far-reaching myth is truly
erroneous. Their good treatment is relative. An
Arab wants his mare to be ready when she is needed,
but he does not demonstrate great consideration for
the animal until she is one year old. Then she must
carry her owner from one place to the next,
tolerating his weight, at the same time that her
tender mouth is punished with a harmful bit. It is
disheartening to see such noble animals in constant
enslavement, always tied near the entrance of their
owner’s tent, left constantly saddled, with shackles
clamped around their legs.
Continued on page 24
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They are further restrained by having one foot
chained to a metal stake that has been driven into
the ground.

Bedouins and their horses

More surprising and detrimental are the primitive
methods used by the farrier to shoe these horses.
Shoes consist of an iron plate shaped in a rounded
fashion, that has in its center only a small orifice.
These make it difficult for the animal to maintain its
equilibrium.
When the owner needs his mare, which is daily, he
mounts her and gallops away, and without rest he
often makes her run a good number of kilometers.
Upon her return she receives only a little barley,
which together with camel’s milk and the grass that
she can reach, constitutes her feed. In such rustic
conditions, mares are eternal companions to their
owners during their endless migrations. They resist
the torrential rains, the heat, cold, hunger, and
thirst, and they suffer the identical privations that
the camel and the sheep do.
Yet later when there is a raid, the mare must march
days and sometimes weeks without any rest. If she
survives all of these tests, she will be used for
breeding. If not, she will be relegated to a lower
position, until she succumbs from the lack of
attention. These horses endure great punishment and
fatigue, and without tolerating a comparison to other
creatures better equipped by nature, they became
resistant to adversity, proud, and fast. In this way
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they evolved into the Arabian breed, with all the
virtues and Oriental type, that in all parts of the
world are sought after to improve those qualities
that are generally lacking in the other races of
horses.
When a mare gives birth it is always a day of
celebration for her owner and even for the entire
faction of the tribe to whom she belongs. In ancient
times it seems that they would tie a small leather bag
around the filly’s neck. This contained a document
that was her birth certificate, which she carried
throughout her life. Today this pleasant custom has
disappeared and only a few mares can be found
wearing these amulets. Nevertheless the chiefs are
always willing to issue such a document, which like the
original method indicates the pure origin of the
animal.
From all of these elements, camels, sheep, and
horses, the Bedouin takes whatever he needs for his
survival. His only worry is finding adequate pasture
for his livestock. The scarcity of grazing lands, and
their disharmony with the great numbers of animals
that he owns, forces the Bedouin to continually move
from place to place. They pull up stakes and move
elsewhere, changing the direction of their migration
according to the season of the year. If it is summer,
they march towards the coast. In wintertime and
during the rainy season, they return to the interior.
Therefore, it is often difficult to locate a given tribe.
Few relations are maintained between the tribes;
more accurately, it seems that they flee from each
other. Their lack of morals induces them to fight and
to rob the livestock of other tribes, and not
infrequently the calm of the desert is interrupted by
the sound of horses galloping, mounted by riders
from a hostile tribe, that for days or sometimes
weeks, cross the desert from one region to the next
searching for the opportunity of a profitable raid.
During the long distance forays the Bedouins sew the
vulva of their mares shut because they believe that in
this way they resist better the fatigues of the
journey.

Continued on page 27
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pretext that he was going to check upon his livestock.

[Other sources maintained that this practice was
employed so that their mares would not become
impregnated by undesirable stallions that another
tribe might possess.]

Before nightfall we were served our first banquet in
the Bedouin style, which at first excited our curiosity.
However, later we discovered an ingredient we did not
like. A great cone of rice covered with chunks of
roasted lamb constituted the single course meal, which
is invariably the dish that the Bedouins eat.
Surrounding the platter, on the ground itself were
placed pieces of wheat bred made in a primitive
fashion. We were invited to take our seats and like
the tribesmen, without knives or forks, we took turns
with our hands scooping up the rice and the meat,
which satiated our appetite. The chief honored us at
his table and a Bedouin slave poured from a metal
pitcher warm water that quenched our thirst.

Upon our arrival at the camp of the Beni-Khaled, the
chief could not be found in his tent. He had gone to
visit a distant faction of the tribe. One of our autos,
guided by one of the tribesmen, went to advise him of
our arrival. Meanwhile, our curiosity prompted us to
examine the mares that were within sight. The first
that we were shown was a grey, of small stature, with
a head that was typically Arabian. Her neck was so
long and her legs so correct and powerful, that our
enthusiasm was aroused. For a while we thought that
our opportunities for buying mares would be
magnificent. Unfortunately, of the twenty that we
later examined, all were mediocre. Only the first was
worthy of being entered in our notebooks.
Shortly afterwards, the Chief returned to join us.
Kindly and hospitably he received us and guided us to
his tent, where we were well-attended. Quickly we
were served tea and bitter coffee. Etiquette that the
Bedouins manifest forbids that they ask who you are
or from where you come. The attention that a visitor
receives while he is with a tribe is of the highest
order. After a few moments of talk we told the chief
the object of our visit - that we wanted to see mares
and perhaps purchase some.
Our desires were promptly attended. That afternoon
we saw all the mares owned by that faction of the
tribe. The Chief also gave orders so that the next day
we would be brought other mares from the
surrounding factions, some of which were camped as
much as 50 kilometers away.
We were shown only fourteen mares. The first was
cow-hocked, and the next had badly blistered hocks.
Another was better, but too old. One-by-one, all were
rejected following our examination. We had hoped
that during our visit we would have a good selection
from which to choose, however, none were presented
that were worthwhile. We asked the chief if the
animal that we had liked so much could be brought, but
the suggestion was in vain. Her Bedouin owner, having
seen our interest in his mare, had departed with the

When we were finished eating, another group of
chiefs from the same faction sat in our place. Other
Bedouins in turn relieved them a little later. Then yet
others until, in the end, there were only scraps of
meat and a small portion of the rice left for the
slaves.
Meanwhile we were offered water to wash our hands.
Bitter coffee and the tea that all day we had been
served completed this rustic dinner. Between cups
the conversation was about the raids, which are the
principle worry of the Bedouin tribes. The Chief told
us that he had some unfinished business, because

Continued on page 28
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three nights before someone had raided 800 sheep
from his flock. Judging by the route that they took to
escape, it had been a party of Sbaa warriors.
Finishing this chat, it was decided that for the good
of everyone we would rest until the following morning.
Each person found a vacant space on the floor of the
tent to pass the night.
The kindness of the Chief made us feel welcome. He
ordered that mattresses be brought and although still
dressed, we rested a little more comfortably. Shortly
thereafter, some of the members of the Commission
were sleeping like any other Bedouin, although others
had difficulty adjusting to the strange surroundings.
The sound of camels snorting and snoring was
continuous. It awoke us and made us open our eyes, to
discover that armed slaves surrounded us, who under
orders from the Chief were stationed as sentries to
protect us in our sleep.
As long as one is privileged to the hospitality of the
Bedouin, a stranger is sacred. The same individuals
that would attack us and rob us if they considered it
financially worthwhile, were our protectors, because
the honor of the tribe depends upon upholding these
ancient traditions.
We arose impatiently, before daybreak, having slept in
our overcoats and gloves to facilitate our being ready
to begin our work. However, not for some time did the
first mares come with their riders. Others took
longer still, because they had journeyed from far
away. Nevertheless, upon their arrival one could see
no evidence that they were fatigued. The chief
allowed us to see them one-by-one and those that
warranted more careful scrutiny were made to gallop
before us. Throughout the day we examined more
than thirty animals. However, we derived a bad
impression of them because we did not find a single
mare that met our criteria. Most were old and without
exception all were defective. Some lacked even the
slightest distinction, which disoriented us quite a bit.
Although we separated a couple of them, both were
quickly rejected, the first being down in the pasterns
and the other having a ewe-neck. Neither qualified as
models for Arabian sires. Therefore our only interest
reverted to the mare we had first seen. However, at

Descendent of Beni-Kaled, Polka is Supreme Champion Mare of
Spain and granddam of the stallion *S S Orion, owned by Stanley
Ranch.

the last minute the chief told us that her owner had
not yet returned from his errand. Therefore after a
few hours sleep, in the darkness of the night we recommenced our journey.
During our farewell we admonished the chief to
attempt to persuade the owner to sell us the mare in
question, enforcing our petition with the powerful
incentive of promising to give him ten rifles if we
could come to terms. For three days we waited for
the answer without receiving any word. In light of
this we sent a French soldier as our emissary, who
found the tribe had moved fifty kilometers further
away. Upon his return he told us that the chief of the
Beni-Khaled had promised that the mare would be
brought to us soon, as subsequently occurred four
days later.
We named this mare Beni-Kaled, and together with
one from the Fawara who was bought subsequently,
they were sent to Homs, the closest point where there
was a railroad line, which was eighty kilometers away.
In all, the mare crossed a distance of 350 kilometers
in only five days, which gives an idea of her endurance
and conditioning.

To be continued in the next edition of Que Pasa.
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and Dressage; and then eventually to Spanish Arabians
and dressage.
That particular winter morning I was simply happy to
have Destinado’s company while I waited for his
person to arrive. For his part, Destinado, was happy to
munch on the peppermints that were always in my
jacket pocket. His cool attitude said he was not very
impressed with me either.

The Story of DESTINADO
(*Barich de Washoe x *Zlabiya)
1982-2007
By Karin Foley

His name was Destinado, and as horses go he was no
more impressive on that cold and wet winter morning
in 1995 than the other dozens of horses I had passed
that morning on my way to Chriswill farm in Oakpark,
Virginia. Our meeting was by chance as Destinado’s
paddock was right beside the barn where I waited. I
had come for a tour of the barns at Chriswill. Having
just purchased some land in the neighborhood, I was
planning to build a new barn of my own. I was looking
for ideas for a barn; not a soul mate and most
certainly not a new breed of horse.
I could not have imagined how intertwined Destinado’s
future and mine would become. And now, twelve years
later, I can see that he knew from the start.
Admittedly, I did not enter this life loving Arabian
horses as I do now. I grew up with Shetland and Welsh
ponies. Being the only kid in a small southern town with
a dad who bred ponies made me remarkably popular
well into my teens and I relished that distinction.
Eventually, I found my way to Saddleseat riding as all
children of the South do. Then, when I understood
that I was better off competing with myself rather
than with others, I found my way to Iberian horses

On that day, I had no idea that Destinado had sired
more than 200 foals around the world and that among
his get were numerous national and international
champions. Or that his dam *Zlabiya was twice World
Champion mare at the Salon de Cheval in Paris…the
only two time repeat winner in history. I had no way of
knowing that his sire *Barich de Washoe was perhaps
one of the most beloved and influential Spanish
Arabian stallions in United States history. Nor could I
have imagined on that day that Destinado’s last foals
would be born of my mares.
I eventually built that barn, raised my own sport horse
foals, and got on with the business of life with horses.
And for many years Destinado came in and out of my
life. Looking back I can see that he and his person
were some how there at every twist and turn.
Through the years his person and I became friends,
shared the birth of foals and the loss of old friends.
One day, as if struck by lightening, we became more
than friends and this summer we married.
Along the way Destinado and I became irrevocably
connected. I used to whisper in Destinado’s ear that
he was the sun and the moon and the sky. He was to
me, larger than life. Eventually he came to live at my
farm, with that barn I had built that started it all.
In the summer of 2006 I had the sheer delight of
watching Destinado bring up his grandson SH Silencio,
a young Anglo Arabian by Destinado’s own son, CW
Soxx. Young horses brought up by Destinado inevitably
got his disposition and unflappable nature. Those that
descend from him also get his gorgeous eyes, amazing
legs that seem to go on forever, his cadence,
suspension and agility, and most importantly
Destinado’s presence and kindness.

Continued on page 33
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I could not have imagined back in 1995 that I would
one day name an extreme Anglo Arabian colt of
exceptional quality “SH Notorio de Bruce” in honor of
my treasured friend, Bruce Clark, whose generosity
made it possible for Destinado to be part of my life.
Nor could I
imagine that
on another day
I would name
another colt
“SH Pasado de
Sol” meaning
last of the
sun….the last
foal of our
beloved
Destinado.
Through the years many things have changed for more
than just me. What is desirable in a horse has changed
also. A few years ago a horse was not considered a
competitive athlete unless it was “Oversize”. In fact,
we had originally bred our Thoroughbred and
Andalusian mares to Destinado to add length of leg and
therefore, height. Who would have thought an Arabian
stallion could do that?
At every time in horse history there has been a place
for a Destinado descendant. Destinado purebred foals
have always been larger than your typical purebred
Arabian yet infinitely rideable. You can always tell a
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Destinado get by the length and quality of their legs,
the suspension in the gaits and their amazing eyes.
Numerous Destinado purebred offspring have been
National and International champions. His daughter
CW Della was three times an International Top Ten
horse on the Arabian show horse circuit. His 1991
daughter, Destinela, successfully competes at second
level dressage and recently had her first purebred
Arabian filly. Destinela has also a Trakhener foal to
her credit.
Destinado sons and daughters are sprinkled through
the Stud and Mare books of the Reinland Pfalz-Saar,
Trakhener, and Oldenburg registries. There are four
amazing 2007 Destinado sport horse foals and many
more by his son CW Soxx. AHA’s registry boasts 14
Destinado sons as being producing stallions. All
ensuring that the legend of Destinado will continue.
Today the trend is towards horses of a rideable size
and Destinado was certainly that. He produced
offspring with huge presences that were in reality an
easy to ride size. This year we have seen more and
more adult riders seeking large ponies and horses in
the 15 hands range that can jump a quick stadium
jumping round, ride a clean cross country course, earn
a respectable dressage test score, complete a hunter
pace course, or negotiate the rocky terrain in the many
perilous Virginia canyons. Destinado’s descendants can
do that.

Continued on page 40
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just like in the movie Grapes of Wrath. They all rode
out in the back of a watermelon truck heading our way.
I will be forever thankful, as I would never have met
him in far away Texas. We met at age 14, on the
Linden High School bus, and stayed best friends all
through school. Paul was amazing in all sports, and
turned down a college scholarship, so we could
continue seeing each other. We had no money, and no
car, so Paul rode his bicycle 20 miles on Sundays, to
visit while helping me clean eggs, and farm with my
father.

Two natural showmen, the fabulous Fadjur and his handler Paul Polk.

PAUL F. POLK
June 11, 1933 - June 26, 2007
Paul was born on June 11, 1933 in a small town near San
Antonio, Texas. The Great Depression was going on,
and his father and mother were hard working share
croppers with a large family to feed. Paul's mother
picked cotton, and dragged the large sacks with her
bloody fingers. As a young boy, before school age,
Paul would try to pull the sacks for her. He loved his
happy mother, and I believe he inherited her joyfulteasing nature. Paul's hard working father never
smiled or had time to play with his children. Paul's
mother made corn bread and the family ate it for all
three meals, crumbled up in milk. All of our married
life, when Paul smelled my corn bread baking, he would
be SO HAPPY! Small things made Paul happy - babies,
puppies, new foals, new crops growing and corn bread
in the oven!
In 1942, Paul and his large family moved to California,

We were engaged at age 18, and my father came
bringing home an antique cradle that he found at the
county dump for 25 cents. All five of our children
rocked and slept in it, as did our grandchildren. Paul
never rode horses, but was a natural at showing and
winning in halter classes, delivering foals, and handling
stallions for breeding the mares. For 30 years, he and
the families Arabian horses won titles across the
United States and Canada. During the years of
awarding "Showman of the Year", he humbly won it
three times! Paul's most favorite animal to show,
FADJUR, performed together FADJUR'S entire life.
A team of beauty and happiness they both were, and a
sight to never be forgotten.
Farming with his family took up most of Paul's life, but
in the winter he coached many young Linden High
School boys and all remained friends for years.
Sometimes the boys would come to practice with large
earrings - knowing he would kick them off the team then the boys and Paul would burst out laughing at the
joke! And when Paul's father in-law Jack Tone,
retired from the Stockton East Water District Board,
Paul was happy to carry on for him, representing the
local farmers and their needs.
Paul's smile, laughter, and teasing nature was known by
all he met. So was his kindness, honesty, and
helpfulness to any in need - He was a one of a kind An honest to goodness believer in God, and a husband
and father cherished by his wife and children. He
loved us, spoiled us and made us laugh. I have a
beautiful sign above my kitchen sink that reads:
"Laughter - Music of the Heart". That was our Paul,
and we miss him so very much.
Jackie Tone Polk
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*SIDI-BRAHIM
(Jacio x Dalia IV)

During these past few months, when I listen to the
sounds of the Spanish guitar being played by Joao late
at night after a long day, I cannot help but think of
our Spanish love, *SIDI-BRAHIM.....
The year was 1977. We were honored to be escorted
through Spain with our wonderful friends, Maria Paz
and Helga Woodward. As we began our journey, they
both kept telling us we have to see this special colt
everyone is talking about. They told us he was named
Champion of Spain this year, and he is going to
probably be the next National Champion of Spain. Our
stops included meeting the magnificent legends,
JACIO, GARBO, ZANCUDO, UZACUR, and also the
young NUMAA, along with so many other great
Arabian horses of Spain. My angelic aunt, Joanne
Tone Gyr, who I don't know what *SIDI-BRAHIM or
our entire family would do without, my grandparents

Marge and Jack Tone, and myself enjoyed every
second of our Spanish adventure! The hospitality of
the Arabian owners was unforgettable as each person
showed us with pride their wonderful horses. The
Pedro Domecq family and their beautiful well kept
horses, are cherished memories. What a wonderful
time my grandfather and Pedro Domecq had together,
sipping the delicious Spanish wine.
Seems like it was just yesteday when we first saw
*SIDI-BRAHIM. As we drove fast through the
narrow cobblestone streets in the magical city of
Seville, Spain, our hearts were pounding! I thought
"where would a colt live in these narrow streets?" We
then came to a fast stop, as two large doors opened to
a beautiful courtyard. There stood our smiling new
friend for life, Don Diego Mendez Moreno. He
greeted us with his life long Spanish Class, walked us
over to a solid white wall, where stood tied the most
beautiful sight. A very dark grey colt with glistening
healthy dapples, named *SIDI-BRAHIM appeared.
Continued on page 39
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As those huge Spanish eyes on his short head turned
slowly to greet us with his beautifully shaped neck,
along with his strong smooth body, we all were in love!
From that day on, both *SIDI-BRAHIM and Don Diego
has been a part of our life. He was the creator of our
*SIDI-BRAHIM, and a true friend of the Arabian
Horse. *SIDI-BRAHIM arrived in the United States
later in the year of 1977. He was not shown at the
Spanish Nationals because of his journey to the
States. Though in our hearts, he was our Spanish
National Champion.
Over the years our love for him grew. A true
Gentleman, a true Beauty, and especially a true Sire.
He sired many International Champions in both Halter
and Performance. His blood lives on in the countries
of Australia, Brazil, Canada, England, Ecuador, France,
Holland, Mexico, Oman, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, USA,
and Qatar. . *SIDI-BRAHIM's frozen semen was
bought by the Sultanate of Oman, where now a son of
his lives! Even our California Governor, Arnold
Schwartzenegger, once fell in love with him. His
strong demanding voice once said to me "I want this
Horse". I thanked him and told him *SIDI-BRAHIM is
our family's love, and we could never part with him.
*SIDI-BRAHIM was ridden, brushed, bathed, fed, and
shown by many members of our family. I still believe
he was at his happiest when I led him in the Leadline
Classes with young four year old Kassidy Polk on top of
him, riding Sidesaddle in her beautiful red Spanish
dress! *SIDI-BRAHIM was the easiest horse to start
under saddle, as he enjoyed every second of being
ridden. I showed him Western Pleasure, though the
Sidesaddle classes were our favorite. We won a
Regional Sidesaddle Championship together, as *SIDIBRAHIM wore his Spanish attire in both the clothing
and the beautiful Spanish brand on his left hip. He
was a Champion at Halter, even though he would look
at me when I held him, and beg me to jump on him
bareback. We enjoyed hundreds of hours together
riding bareback through the farmland. He enjoyed
going near the tractors working the fields, looking for
my father, Paul Polk, wondering if this was his lucky
day to breed a mare! Paul always handled him for
breeding, as he handled all the stallions since the
1950's. My father delivered *SIDI-BRAHIM's

Jackie Polk, Don Diego Mendez Moreno, Terry Polk, and Joanne
Tone Gyr with *Sidi-Brahim at Los Acres.

babies, and also all the foals since the 1950's. I
remember my father always saying after each of
*SIDI-BRAHIM's babies were born "I cannot believe
how strong built his foals are, and how fast they all
get up!"
*SIDI-BRAHIM's favorite mares were the color bay.
His love was our FATIMA ALA BAHR. Together they
produced 13 incredible foals. On April 2nd of this
year, which was his 33rd Birthday, he somehow opened
his gate at 5:30 a.m. I received a frantic call from my
mother Jackie, whose bedroom window faces his
paddock so she can start off her days admiring him,
asking us to please come help, "*SID is out!" My new
husband Joao ran to help. I of course was not as fast
as him, but as I approached the sight, I could hear
loud laughter from my father. He could not believe
the beauty and grace of *SIDI-BRAHIM trotting so
free and happy - and on his Birthday! The three of
them, Paul, Joao, and *SIDI-BRAHIM agreed
FATIMA better get bred that day to satisfy *SID,
since FATIMA was also admiring his beauty. Our 33
year old *SIDI-BRAHIM, bred his bay love by natural
breeding, the 22 year old FATIMA ALA BAHR. And
guess what? She is in foal.. for 2008!

Continued on page 40
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This year has been difficult for our family of both
horses and humans. We lost three of our greatest
loves, my grandfather JACK TONE, our *SIDIBRAHIM, then my precious father, PAUL POLK. My
wish to all who is reading this is to enjoy and cherish
the times you have with your family, and with your
loved animals. Our horses depend on us for their
happiness. They trust us to give them a long happy
life. And our family of humans are so precious. Most
of all, keep your memories refreshed with beautiful
happy moments…
Terry Polk
Terry Polk and Family here at Los Acres

Destinado—continued from page 33

Olympian Karen O’Connor’s impressive third place
finish at this year’s Rolex with the formidable pony,
Theodore O’Connor, proves that equines of modest
stature can be as competitive as the big breeds.
Purebred Arabians and Half Arabians of exceptional
sport horse breeding are competitive against
Warmbloods (and many of them are registered
asWarmbloods) of equal quality proving that as my
father always said, “A good horse is simply a good
horse, and sometimes it is a pony.” When that good
horse descends from an exceptional horse like
Destinado it is even more than that.
While Destinado was a successful show horse of his
time his greatest accomplishments were in the
breeding shed. It was an honor to have known him. It
was a great joy to have loved him. Rest in Peace our
dear Destinado.

*SS ORION – CHAMPION LEVEL 3

The Stanley Ranch is happy to report *SS ORION was
Region III Champion Third Level Dressage. Molly
Stanley says, “Almost even better, he was High Score
Dressage Horse (all breeds) at our final show of the
year, the Sierra Nevada Championship Show, with
three blues and a red.”
Orion is a fourteen year old Classical Spanish stallion,
bred by the Marquesa de Laula, Spain, and owned by
the Stanley Ranch, Reno, Nevada. He is sired by
Fakateko and out of Daikiri.

AECCA JOINS SAHS

The Spanish Arabian Horse Society is very proud to
announce recognition by the Asociacion Espanola
Criadores de Caballos Arabes, the Arabian Horse
organization for Spain. In A.E.C.C.A.’s last community
meeting, it was discussed the two organizations
exchange memberships, a proposal the SAHS Board of
Directors unanimously agreed upon.
Besides its many other duties, the A.E.C.C.A. manages
the Spanish National Championship Arabian Horse
Show, now in its 28th year and to be held 2007 in
Segovia, Spain. For further information about
A.E.C.C.A. visit their website at www.aecca.com .
Please note their new mailing address: Maria de
Molina 26-4 Dcha, 28006 Madrid. Telephone
91.564.45.29. The secretary of the association is
Astrid Herrera.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SV MISS MIA (SV El Profecia x MGF Mia)
#0538116. She is a big bodied Classical
Spanish chestnut mare, foaled in 1994, that
stands around 15.1 + hands (truly)
barefoot! She has a very sweet
disposition. Does not kick nor bite, easy to
handle. She has had no foaling
problems. Available for lease to someone
that has or will breed her to an
(approved) classical Spanish stallion (one that
will compliment her), returned in foal, for
the cost of leasing her as well as keeping
her insured while she is at their farm. Photos
available upon request.

Judy Walburn, 208-536-1926 (hm), 208-5393756 (cell), VQAarabians@MSN.com

SERASAKI, Classical Spanish 2 YO Chestnut
filly by *Sasaki and out of La Serenata, a
Jacio and *Barich granddaughter. She has
the *Sasaki and Jacio pretty, the fabulous
Galero neck, gorgeous eyes, good legs. Busy,
needs a job to do. Started Parelli
groundwork - ready soon to become a riding
horse, halter horse or incredible foundation
broodmare. $15,000.

Mary Durgin 509-869
4319 dustymare@hotmail.com

FA ENCHANTMENT, 1992 dark chestnut
Mare, El Dorado I x Alexis C, one of the few
*Alzubio daughters and by the Jacio
daughter *Ismailia. Has basics as a trail
riding horse, and has foals. Quiet
disposition. $2500.

Mary Durgin 509-869
4319 dustymare@hotmail.com

CONCHITA SIDTRON (*Sidi-Brahim x
*Galana I, by Garbo) Liver chestnut mare
born June 5, 2003. Named after the famous
Bullfighter on Horseback of Spain, Conchita
Sitron! Huge dark eyes, short head,
beautifully shaped neck, strong short back,
straight legs, with excellent
movement. Loves to be ridden on
trails. Started under saddle by Joao
SerraCoelho. $18,000.

Los Acres Stockton, California 209-9311391, losacres@softcom.net,
www.losacres.com
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